
Enjoy at home – Writing a metaphors poem  

The power of perspective | Simile and metaphor. 

 

PERSPECTIVE INFORMS EXPERIENCE Our experience is not objective. It is filtered 

through language, ideas, and mood. The same person will judge a hill steeper and longer 

when they are tired. Anxiety and excitement are physiologically similar, both involving the 

release the fight or flight hormone, cortisol. Labelling it excitement makes us suffer it less. 

Of course, this works best when the anxiety is mild.  

 

Because simile and metaphor reveal a subjective viewpoint (a particular framing), we can use 

them to show the glass half full rather than half empty. For instance, similes for pain can 

either be negative (pain is like torture from the devil) or positive (pain is like an alarm that 

jerks our hand from the flames). 

 

1. READ a couple of the example poems: 

Nina Cassian – Temptation https://poezisht.wordpress.com/2014/07/15/temptation-nina-

cassian/  

Kate Clanchy – Stance https://www.scottishpoetrylibrary.org.uk/poem/stance/  

Tony Hoagland – Suicide Song https://exceptindreams.livejournal.com/414353.html  

Simon Armitage - Not The Furniture Game 

https://simonarmitage.typepad.com/homepage/2005/11/not_the_furnitu.html  

 

Notice that some of these poems build lists of simile and metaphor (Nina Cassian, Simon 

Armitage), while others use one centralising metaphor (Kate Clanchy, Tony Hoagland). In all 

cases, the choice of simile or metaphor gives us the subjective view of the speaker.  

 

2. DECIDE ON YOUR SUBJECT. Make sure it’s something you know and care.  

• A single object or person - Home, my sister, the pyramids, water, etc 

• A place   - The beach, The King Power Stadium, school gym, etc 

• A moment or memory  - Getting lost in Asda, convincing my brother to open  

his Christmas presents early then telling my mum.  
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3. WRITE THE CONTENT DRAFT of your poem This is the draft of everything you 

want to mention in your poem.  

 

If you’re writing on a single object or person, you might  

- LIST different parts of the objects or person, as in Simon Armitage’s poem. 

- LIST different times or situations for the object or person. For instance, “In winter, 

home is.., On Halloween, home is..,  as a teenager, home was.., at 36, home is… 

If you’re writing on a place, you might 

- LIST the sensory details. The smells, sounds, tastes, touches, sights. For instance, 

squawks of seagulls, the breaking waves, salt and vinegar on chips, sandy towels, etc 

- LIST what happens there.  

If you’re writing a moment or memory.  

- LIST what happened, in detail, in order.  

 

4. ADD IN SIMILE AND METAPHOR to show your poem in the most positive 

light you can.  

Once you have your content, you need to add in the similes and metaphor. Remember that 

simile and metaphor are ways of comparing one thing to another thing, one moment to 

another moment, asking WHAT ELSE is like this? There are three main ways to compare. 

 

• Using the SENSES.  Think about what the thing smells like, sounds like, looks like, 

etc, and ask WHAT ELSE smells like, sounds like, looks like this? Clouds look white 

and fluffy. So, we ask ourselves WHAT ELSE looks white and fluffy? Polar bears, 

mashed potato, Santa’s beard, etc. “Clouds are like floating piles of mashed potato”.  

• Using FUNCTION. Ask what the thing does, and ask WHAT ELSE does this? 

Clouds hold rain, WHAT ELSE holds water? Sponges, reservoirs, waterparks. 

“Clouds are like nature’s sponges”. Notice that things usually have more than one 

function, clouds also float “the clouds are like boats in the sea of the sky” 

• Using EMOTION. Ask how the thing makes you feel, then WHAT ELSE makes 

you feel like this? Clouds make me feel calm, relaxed, and curious. WHAT ELSE 

makes me feel calm? “Watching the clouds is as calming as a massage.” 

 

5. EDIT and SHARE 


